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Alternate History:
Creating Stories
by Changing the Past



About J.L. Gribble

J.L. Gribble writes the urban fantasy/alternate 
history Steel Empires series. Her other jobs 
include medical editing, watching too much 
Netflix, and blogging for Speculative Chic.
She lives in Ellicott City, Maryland, with her 
husband and three vocal Siamese cats.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce selfWhy I’m here:--First time at Starbase Indy!Why am I giving you this presentation?--Masters degree from Seton Hill University: Thesis novel was urban fantasy PLUS alternate history--Long-time academic interest in alternate history of all types



What is alternate history?

 “Alternate history fundamentally concerns itself with the genesis of history…. The basic 
premise that some event in the past did not occur as we know it did, and thus the present 
has changed.” The Alternate History: Refiguring Historical Time (p. 2)

 Sometimes also called:
 Alternative history

 Alternative universe

 Allohistory (literally “other history”)

 Uchronia (literally “no time”)

 Parahistory

 Counterfactual



Most Common Examples

 Premise: The Confederacy wins the American Civil War.
 Result: Slavery still exists legally in North America.

 Premise: The Axis powers win World War 2.
 Result: Nazis. Nazis everywhere.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So many different types of alternate history stories that I will describe later! This is what we usually get, and what people always seem to think of.Common examples become known as “tropes”Story: My mom literally called me once and told me she had a great idea for a book for me to write: “What if the Nazis won WW2?”



What if the South won the Civil War?

 Dixie Victorious, Peter G. Tsouras, 
editor (2006)
 Anthology, various genres

 Captain Confederacy, Will 
Shetterly & Vince Stone (1986)
 Graphic novel, superheroes

 C.S.A.: The Confederate States of 
America, dir. Kevin Willmott (2004)
 Mockumentary/Satire

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dixie Victorious: 10 short stories that focus on alternate versions of specific events during the conflict.Captain Confederacy: Graphic novel that tells the story of a superhero created for propaganda purposes in a world in which the Confederate States of America won their independence from the United States.CSA: The Confederate States of America: Mockumentary where the Confederacy won the Civil War. Satirizes real-life issues and events to shed light on the continuing existence of discrimination in American culture.



What if the Nazis won WW2?

 The Man in the High Castle, 
Philip K. Dick (1962)
 Science Fiction

 Wolfenstein: The New Order, 
Bethesda Softworks (2014)
 Video Game/Fantasy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Man in the High Castle: In alternate 1962 America, the Axis powers divided the US into two puppet states after winning WW2. The story follows characters who find propaganda films that show a vastly different history from that of their own. (Alt history within alt history: The propaganda shows the Allies wining in a different way than they did in our own history.)Wolfenstein: The New Order: Video game set in an alternate history 1960s Europe where the Nazis won the Second World War. The story follows a war veteran and his efforts to stop the Nazis from ruling the world.



Is alternate history a genre?

 Science Fiction

 Fantasy

 Horror

 Literary Fiction

 Romance

 Mystery

 Thriller

Alternate History

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes and no. It acts like it is, because it’s a handy descriptor, but you’re not going to find a separate section of the bookstore.Most people shelve it under science fiction/fantasy for convenience, and because most alternate history stories have elements of speculative fiction



Is alternate history a subgenre?

 Urban Fantasy

 Paranormal Romance

 Cozy Mystery

 Political Thriller

 Coming-of-Age Story

But…

 Alternate History

 Steampunk

 Multiverse

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yes and NoIt acts like it is, because some subgenres would not exist without the concept. It’s tricky like that.



Alternate History: Story-Telling Technique

Nexus Story True Alternate History Parallel Worlds
• Time Police
• Battle Stories

• Different physical laws:
• Steam vs electricity
• Existence of magic
• Dinosaurs!

• Different course of 
history

• Characters can jump 
between worlds

• Story occurs at the 
moment of the break 
(hinge moment)

• Story occurs after the 
break (sometimes long 
after)

• No break at all: All 
events that could have 
occurred did occur

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give more definition to each exampleNot all time-travel is alternate history and vice versa



…As Science Fiction

 Fallout video game series 
(1997)

 Wild Cards, ed. George R.R. 
Martin (1987)

 The Boys, Amazon Prime 
(2019)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SKIM THROUGH GENRE EXAMPLES QUICKLYDescription:Fallout: Post-apocalyptic wasteland adventure game based on the premise that the world embraced atomic energy for everyday use and underwent a significant nuclear war during the 20th century. (nexus point)Wild Cards: (collection of anthologies) An alien virus struck the Earth in the aftermath of World War II, endowing a handful of survivors with extraordinary powers (nexus point)The Boys: Contemporary “realistic” world were superheroes exist and have been commercialized (category: spoilers!)Category: Worlds were superheroes exist as SF can be either nexus points or true alternate histories, depending on how the powers originate



…As Fantasy

His Dark Materials series
by Philip Pullman

 The Golden Compass (1995)

 The Subtle Knife (1997)

 The Amber Spyglass (2000)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description: Follows the coming of age of two children as they wander through a series of parallel universes.Category: Parallel worlds



…As Action-Adventure

The Ring of Fire series
created by Eric Flint

 1632 (2000)

 1633 (2002)

 1634: The Galileo Affair (2004)

 1634: The Ram Rebellion (2006)

 1635: The Cannon Law (2006)

 …and many more novels
and anthologies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Description: An entire modern West Virginia town is transported in time and space to Germany during the Thirty Years' War.Category: Nexus story



…As Mystery

 The Yiddish Policemen’s Union, 
Michael Chabon (2007)

 The Difference Engine,
William Gibson & Bruce Sterling (1990)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Yiddish Policemen’s Union: A detective story set in an alternate present day, based on the premise that during World War II, a temporary settlement for Jewish refugees was established in Sitka, Alaska, in 1941, and that the fledgling State of Israel was destroyed in 1948.”Category: Nexus storyThe Difference Engine: It’s 1855, and the computer has arrived a century ahead of time. Part detective story, part historical thriller, the adventure in The Difference Engine begins with the discovery of a box of punched Engine cards of unknown origin and purpose. Cards someone wants badly enough to kill for. (Widely regarded as an origin of the steampunk genre.)Category: Nexus story



…As Romance

Magnificent Devices series
by Shelly Adina
 Lady of Devices (2011)
 Her Own Devices (2011)
 …and many more

Hidden Legacy series
by Ilona Andrews
 Burn For Me (2014)
 White Hot (2017)
 Wildfire (2017)
 Sapphire Flames (2019)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Magnificent Devices: Steampunk series set in 1800s. Female POVs and relationship arcs.Category: True alternate historyHidden Legacy: “Osiris Serum” developed in late 1800s gave some people magical powers. Set in contemporary timeline where powerful families rule in cities and the 20th century developed very differently.Category: Nexus point



…As Literary Fiction

 The Years of Rice and Salt
by Kim Stanley Robinson (2002)

 11/22/63
by Stephen King (2011)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Years of Rice and Salt: Explores how subsequent world history might have been different if the Black Death plague had killed 99% of Europe’s population, instead of a third.Category: Nexus story11/22/63: The protagonist stops the Kennedy assassination, and as a result of history being changed, time-space is fraying and the world is physically tearing itself apart.Category: Time travel/nexus story



Quiz Time!
Nexus Story?
True Alternate History?
Parallel Worlds?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’re getting to the interactive portion of the presentation….Everfair by Nisi Shawl: This steampunk novel presents an alternate history in which a group of British philanthropists buy up land in Africa to create Everfair, a safe haven for Africans fleeing King Leopold’s rule in the Congo and formerly-enslaved people who were able to return from America. The book chronicles the history of this new society. (Nexus story)The Good Dinosaur: The K-T extinction is averted, and dinosaurs live long enough to develop a kind of agricultural civilization. (True alternate history)Sliders: (Parallel words)The Watchmen: An alternate United States in the early 21st century where masked vigilantes are treated as outlaws. (Nexus story)



Choose Your Own Adventure History

Things to Think About

 Historical Changes, but also…

 Technological Changes

 Societal Changes

 Economic Changes

 Political Changes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we’re going to create two alternate histories of our own: --Technological changes: Does the change increase/decrease the rate of technological evolution?--Societal changes: How people interact with each other, especially in terms of gender and race--Economic changes: Everything from stock market crashes to evolutions in how money is used altogether (universal basic income)--Political changes: Will the change affect the system of governance down the line? (i.e., monarch  democracy)



Nexus Story Change

Pick a major historical event 
within the past 200 years.

Let’s change it!

Credit: DeviantArt user KevinAuzan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create a fixed point in time change within the last 200 years, keeping the laws of physics the same (nexus story)Cause of change can be anything from time travelers mucking things up to a minor change that no one expects to alter the outcome of a major battle.



Nexus Story Change

Three changes in the next 1 to 5 years:

 Is the change localized or have the ripples expanded?

 Who is in power now? Who has lost power?

 How has the map changed, if any?



Nexus Story Change

Three changes in the next 20 to 50 years:

 How have technology levels changed? (Stagnation or dramatic increase)

 Have any wars been averted? New wars caused?

 Who holds power now? (Politically, economically, etc.)



Nexus Story Change

How do things look in 2019?

 Where have the ripples reached? Still localized or worldwide?

 How much or little has the fabric of society changed?

 What is life like in Indianapolis (or where you live)?



True Alternate History Change

Create a major change to the 
world we live in.

 Physics

 Magic

 Religion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create a hand-wavy change over 1,000 years ago where we muck with science and magic (true alternate history)Examples:Different physical lawsExistence of magicProof of god or multiple gods, or a world with no religion at all!Dinosaurs!



True Alternate History Change

Three initial changes:

 What does the world look like 2,000 years ago?

 How has the map changed?

 Who is in control?



True Alternate History Change

What does the world look like 200 years ago:

 Who lives/has control of North America?

 How do the genders/races related to each other?

 What does technology look like?



True Alternate History Change

How do things look in 2019?

 What level is technology at? 

 How much or little has the fabric of society changed?

 What is life like in Indianapolis (if it exists)?
 What is YOUR life like?



Additional Resources

 The Alternate History: Refiguring 
Historical Time, Karen Hellekson
(2001)

 The Collected What If?, ed. 
Robert Cowley (2001)

 Uchronia.net

 AltHistoryHub channel on 
YouTube

 AlternateHistory and AltHistory
forums on Reddit

Fringe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hellekson: PhD thesis on the different forms of alt historyWhat If: Collected essays by historians on potential changes and their effectsUchronia.net: Online resource for alt history booksAltHistoryHub: Collected videos that look at “what if?”Subreddits: forums where people put forth ideas for critique



J.L. Gribble’s Books

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Premise of books: True alternate historyFind copies in Suite 162



Find J.L. Gribble Online

 Social Media
 Facebook.com/jlgribblewriter

 Twitter @hannaedits

 Instagram @hannaedits

 Blogs
www.jlgribble.com

www.speculativechic.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What you can find on my blog (book reviews, con reports, LEGO builds, etc.)What you can find on Speculative Chic and what I do for them (film editor, group posts)



Q & A

About alternate history, about me, about my books, about whatever!

Thanks for having me!
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